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Objectives

--Briefly review educational state of Electronic Health Information Education

--Discover various electronic resources for asynchronous learning & clinical 

practice

--Explore how smartphone applications can specifically help clinicians in their 

personal lifelong learning 
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The “What”OHSU



“Electronic Health Information”

A Blanket term to describe electronic clinical resources

○ The Promise: reliable, timely, and evidence based 

answers to clinical questions.

○ Can be accessed through computer, tablet, or 

smartphone

○ Today’s Focus: 

■ Smartphone based resources

● “Clinical Decision Support Software”

● “There’s an app for that”

● Podcasts

Cochrane 2015: https://doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD004749.pub
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Ebbingaus’ Forgetting-Curve

Schell, R., et al. Education in Anesthesia: How to Deliver the Best Learning 

Experience (pp. 212-217).doi:10.1017/9781316822548.018
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Extrinsic Motivation
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The “How”OHSU



There is a WRONG way...
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But No Agreed Upon “Best” Way

Key results

The results of this review showed that when provided with a combination of EHI and training, practitioners used the 

information more often. Two studies measured doctors' use of electronic treatment guidelines, but showed that the 

electronic aspect of the guidelines did not mean that doctors followed the guidelines. This review provided no 

information on whether more frequent use of EHI translated into improved clinical practice or whether patients were better 

off when doctors or nurses used health information when treating them.

Cochrane 2015: https://doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD004749.pub
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Breitbart EW, et al. PLoS One. 2020 Jul 29;15(7):
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In Short: 

START 

SOMEWHEREOHSU



Smartphone Prescription

1. Be “fluent” with at least  one “all inclusive” reference application 

1. Have at least one “case based” learning method on your 

smartphone that is used at least weekly

1. Extra Credit:

a. Explore niche applications to expand knowledge in areas of 

weakness

b. Subscribe to podcasts to passively expand knowledge
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“All inclusive” Point-

of-Care 

Clinical Decision 

Support Software
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Beneficial Features:

● Comprehensive & provides 

citations to primary literature

● Has infiltrated the market at is 

ubiquitously recognized (Is used 

on “open book” formats for some 

medical boards)

● Lexicomp drug reference

Caveats:

● Recommendations are often 

“expert opinion”

Educational Credit: CME & and ABIM 

MOC available

Cost: $519+ / yr (individual physician 

subscription)
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Beneficial Features:

● Good for brief, succinct pearls 

about conditions 

● “Goldilocks” amount of info - not 

too much, not too little

● Often written in collaboration with 

guideline committees/orgs

Caveats:

● Bullet point style leaves off some 

nuanced discussion

Educational Credit: CME & and ABIM 

MOC available

Cost: $395/yr for individual physicians, 
free with ACP membership
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Beneficial Features:

● Good for brief, succinct pearls about 

conditions, treatment

● Succinct in content

● Great User interface & very clinically 

focused 

Caveats:

● Does not readily provide primary literature 

citations

● Not as much content compared to 

Dynamed/Up to Date

Educational Credit: Up to 20 hrs AAFP CME 

available (In theory AMA CME as well)

Cost: ~ $300 /yr for individual physicians 
subscribers
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Beneficial Features:

● The gold standard for dermatology 

applications

● Most pictures of reference applications

● DDx Engine

Caveats: 

● Less robust evidence based compared to 

others :all inclusive” reference

Educational Credits: 
CME for individual subscribers

Cost:
$399 + / yr for individual physician subscribers
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Free basic version (pill identifier, pharmacopoeia 

with dosing)

Premium version with robust clinical engine 

Beneficial Features:
● Very easy to use at point of care 
● Lowest cost
● Has a built in “alternative medicine” 

reference

Caveats: 
● Pharmacists more leery about credibility of 

pharmacopoeia
● less robust evidence based compared to 

others in this section

Educational Credits: No CME

Cost:  $399 + / yr
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Case Based 

LearningOHSU



Description:

Long-standing resource for exam-prep and CME for internal Medicine offered by American College of 

Physicians

Beneficial Features:

● App has good interface

● Can get through a few questions/cases in just a few minutes

● Great for long elevator rides

Caveat: 

● Quite heavy on outpatient knowledge for full-time hospital medicine based practitioners

Educational Credit: CME & and ABIM MOC available

Cost:  $639 ($479 ACP members) for digital only subscriptions
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(also referred to as “Human Dx”)

Description:

“The Human Diagnosis Project is a worldwide effort, created with and led by the 

global medical community, to build an open intelligence system that maps the 

steps to help any patient. “

Focus

○ Clinical Reasoning

○ Illness Script Building

Learning Credits: Working towards providing CME (not yet)

Cost: Free
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Apple App Store Android App Store
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Figure 1

Description:

Figure 1’s mission is to democratize medical knowledge and improve the future of 

healthcare.

Focus

○ Clinical image sharing

○ Crowdsourcing Medical Questions

Learning Credits: No CME/MOC available

Cost: Free
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Apple App Store Android App Store
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#TwitterReport

https://twitter.com/MedEdPGH/status/115150

6163483238400

Description:

● Physicians at Pittsburgh lead a semi-

synchronous case discussion on twitter

● Follow their account and monitor twitter

Downside: requires twitter account and must 

check regularlyOHSU

https://twitter.com/MedEdPGH/status/1151506163483238400


Helpful Niche 

ApplicationsOHSU



Beneficial Features:
● Succinct background, evaluation, empiric antibiotic selections
● Both are well supported with evidence with links to literature

The Hopkins app seems to be a little more “inclusive” on all the information you could want on a 
topic at the expense of being a little more difficult to navigate comparatively to Sanford

Cost:  $29 + / yr

Microbiology and Antibiotics

Apple App Store Apple App Store

Android App

Android App
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Cardiology: ACC “Guideline App”

Apple App Store Google Play

Beneficial Features:
● One of the most user friendly and actually “helpful” guideline apps on the market
● Includes many Dx & Tx algorithms based on ACC guidelines

Cost:  Free
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Palliative & Hospice Care:

Vital Talk Tips
Beneficial Features:

● Provide very useful language/scripts surrounding difficult conversations
● Has updates on how to address difficult questions re: COVID-19

Cost: Free

Apple App Store Android App
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MD Calc

Beneficial Features:
● Have access to hundreds of clinical calculators and scoring systems (NIH stroke scale, MELD, 

Pneumonia Severity Index, etc) even when not connected to internet

Cost: Free (with free registration), can pay to earn CME

Apple App Store Android App
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Canopy Speak

Apple App Store Google Play

Beneficial Features:
● Medical interpreter app co-produced by NIH
● Quick reference for “yes/no” style questions for dozen + languages
● Integrates with Translator services

Cost:  FreeOHSU



Visualmed

Apple App Store Google Play

Features:
● Visual abstract formats of landmark trials
● Can sort by specialty or year

Cost:  $4.99 once
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EBM diagnosisOHSU



Diagnose

Google Play

Apple App Store

Features:
● Consolidates the JAMA Rational Clinical exam series into an application to guide Bayesian diagnostic 

approach 

Cost:  free
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DocLogica

Apple App Store
Google Play

Features:
● Very robust database of physical exam / history findings and their likelihood ratios
● Has a differential diagnosis engine

Cost:  $9.99 / yr
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Clinical Problem Solvers

Apple App Store
Google Play

Features:
● Growing list of diagnostic frameworks - originates from the podcast “Clinical Problem Solvers”

Cost:  $9.99  (free on the website)
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Master your

POCUSOHSU



Evidence Atlas

Apple App Store Google Play

Beneficial Features:
● Synthesizes the diagnostic utility of specific Point-of-care Ultrasound findings
● Links to citations and brief image library

Cost:  Free
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Videos for POCUS: Ultrasound

Apple App Store Google Play

Beneficial Features:
● An app meant as an adjunct for a textbook but can be used as a stand-alone quick POCUS reference 

library

Cost:  Free
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Get Your Knowledge Food with a Side of 

CME/MOC

The Curbsiders Internal 

Medicine Podcast
Matthew Watto MD, Stuart Brigham MD, 

Paul Williams MD

Core IM | Internal Medicine 

Podcast
Core IM Team

Bedside Rounds
Adam Rodman, MD, MPH, FACP

Annals On Call Podcast
American College of Physicians

CME/MOC

CME/MOC CME/MOC

ACP Online Learning Center:
Podcasts and Audio Content 
CME & MOC instructions

CME/MOCOHSU



Just Really Good Stuff

Plenary Session
Vinay Prasad, MD MPH

EMCrit Podcast - Critical Care 

and Resuscitation
Scott D. Weingart, MD FCCM

The Clinical Problem Solvers
The Clinical Problem Solvers

Persiflagers Infectious 

Disease Puscast
Mark Crislip

This Podcast Will Kill You
Exactly Right

Explore the Space
Mark Shapiro MD

The Nocturnists
The Nocturnists

IMreasoning

Drs. Art Nahill & Nic Szecket
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Now What?OHSU



Self Educational Rx:

1. Clinical Decision Support Software

a. Have at least one you’re comfortable with. 

b. Navigation speed can be a barrier, so fluency will keep you coming back for more learning

2. Case Based Learning

a. Consider setting a case quota (ex.  “I will do 1 case per day/week etc”)

b. Find which format appeals to you and your learning style

3. Niche Apps can be helpful, but too many can be clutter

a. A mastercraftsman slowly adds tools to the toolbox over time

b. Trying to use too many apps all at once is overwhelming...add new ones in slow increments

4. Podcasts are a great filler for multitasking

a. Bike/car commute

b. Chores at home
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Using Apps for Educational Tools

Human Dx:

Diagnostic Reasoning Rounds

Review a case in real time, have everyone on the team work through their 

differential and share at various points

Twitter: 

#PostItPearl   Learner Driven #Tweetorial 

:

Physical Diagnosis Rounds:

Review a presentation of a classic case, and review how strong/weak 

diagnostic certainty should be using exam/history:  Diagnose or DocLogica
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Refer back to this later 

(save the web-link to your phone)
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